
The Johnson Matthey Mint has now become 
Asahi. Although the name has changed, the 
quality is still as outstanding as ever. The mint 
produces .999 Fine silver bars in the 
convenient 100 oz. weight that are both 
beautifully made and convenient for buying, 
storing and selling.

The 100 oz. siThe 100 oz. size allows you to make fewer 
purchases to get the same amount of Fine 
silver. Rather than going to a local precious 
metals dealer and lugging your packages home 
all at once, you can order online from GMRgold 
and receive your silver at home in the size of 
shipments you prefer.

The larger bars are also easier to stack and The larger bars are also easier to stack and 
store. Stacks of smaller bars tend to fall over 
easily and, because of the packaging you keep 
them in, do not stack as tightly as the 100 oz. 
silver bars. When you get ready to sell your 
silver bars, it is easy to quickly take out the 
amount you want and leave the rest in place. If 
you you keep your silver bars in a bank, you can 
also get them out of your safe deposit box 
without any trouble. 

The front of the bar is stamped with the purity 
of .999 and the weight of 100 oz. below the 
Asahi Refining SLC Mark. The back of the bar is 
smooth and unmarked. This, too, increases the 
ease of stacking. The bars are guaranteed by 
Asahi Refining to contain 100 ounces of 99.9% 
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Earning and keeping your business is the number 
one goal and priority at GMRgold. 

WWe are committed to total customer satisfaction. If you 
are looking for a trusted partner in the precious metals 
industry — look no further. Whether you are currently 
working with another precious metals company, or are 
a first-time buyer, each and every member on our staff 
offers their own unique brand of personal service to 
exceed your expectations. GMRgold provides the most 
up-to-date resources, information and up-to-date resources, information and rare coin 
counsel you will ever need to achieve your long-term 
financial goals.

GMR makes buying and selling precious metals 
easy and enjoyable by providing the best in:

• Selection - We offer a greater and more diverse 
selection of precious metals than any of our 
competitors. If you don’t find what you’re looking for 
on our site, we would be happy to get it for you!

• • Service - Unlike other online gold and silver dealers, 
we are not tryingto merely sell you commodities and 
end our contact with you. We know that the market is 
always changing, and we are here to answer your 
questions and advise you every step of the way.

• • Education - We take pride in our ability to educate 
our customers before they choose which metals to 
purchase. In addition to our variety of online articles, 
and weekly newsletter, we have written several ebooks 
that we offer FREE of charge. 

Anyone looking for a silver bar minted 
in America should consider the 100 oz. 
fine sliver bar from Asahi. These bars 
are among the best long-term 
investments in silver.

Asahi Asahi Refining is new in Utah, having taken 
over Johnson Matthey in 2014. They use the 
same refineries to create silver bars with an 
attractive look. Recently, investors have 
become more interested in Asahi silver and are 
choosing these 100 oz. silver bars more and 
more often.

One more adOne more advantage of 100 oz. silver bars is 
that the premium over the spot price of silver 
is even lower than it is for smaller bars. Buying 
them for a precious metals IRA is one of the 
most economical ways to diversity your 
portfolio and increase its overall value.

Once Once you discover the advantages of buying 
100 oz. silver bars from Asahi, you might 
decide to add them to your precious metals 
holdings more often than you have ever done 
with any other silver investment. Numismatic 
coins are interesting and may produce quick 
and profitable sales, but large silver bars are 
ideal for ideal for your long game in investing.

YOUR INVESTMENT OPTIONS
1. Consider putting larger silver bars into your 
investment plan. Asahi’s mint is approved for 
producing silver for IRA precious metals 
portfolio. The 100 oz. silver bar is the perfect 
weight to increase the amount of silver you are 
holding back for retirement.
2. 2. If time is a factor for you, choose large 
silver bars to increase your holdings faster. This 
precious metal bar will protect your assets now 
and retain their value for the future.
3. For more information about investing in 
silver today, call our GMRgold precious metals 
experts at (877) 795-9585.

COIN SPECIFICATIONSCOIN SPECIFICATIONS
Weight 100 troy ounces | Purity .999 Fine Silver

100 Oz. Silver Bar - Asahi  


